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'I couldn't put it down. The Cold Cold Sea is gripping from the first page until the last. Unsettling and
disturbing, the actions of the all too human characters lead to a devastating and tense climax. Highly
recommended.' --Rebecca Muddiman

'Breathtaking and utterly compelling... Linda's narrative voices are flawless and the rhythm of her prose is
pitch perfect.' --Debi Alper

'There is no way to avoid the cliché: I could not put this novel down! Disturbing and compelling… a
psychologically astute, edge-of-the-seat story.' --Hilary Johnson

'I try to spare my 'five out five stars' for books that really deserve it. The Cold Cold Sea is one of those
books.' -- Tony Riches

'…Huber effectively explores grief, mental illness, and the destruction that such illness so often leaves in its
wake.' --Publishers Weekly

'There's no question that I’d give it five out of five stars. Linda Huber might be a new author, but she’s at the
top of her game.' -- Barb Taub

'…I was immediately pulled into the suspense which grabbed hold of me in the first paragraph and never
ended until the very last sentence.' -- Something Wordy

'…a gripping premise, and it's a page-turner. Part of what makes the premise so compelling is that the sense
of loss and guilt, which is portrayed so vividly, resonates deeply with parents.' --Eclectic Scribblings

'The Cold Cold Sea is beautifully written, capturing the emotions of maternal grief at losing a daughter and
exploring a darker side of these emotions that lead to cruelty and trauma.' -- The Crime Warp

'Gripping premise, it is a page-turner. Stayed up well into the night finishing the novel. I couldn't put it
down.' -- Mysterious Bibliophile

'A riveting, emotional and brilliantly written page-turner! Stunning and spectacular thriller.' --Judith D.
Collins

'Linda Huber has written a wonderful tale that puts the reader through the wringer and then drags them back
again. Every suspense filled page is worth it.' -- Ric's Review

'This book excels in its portrayal of an ever-increasingly unstable personality. Her characterisation was
actually fantastic, and the main reason why the work captivated me.' -- Inside the mind of a bibliophile

'This is an intelligent read that leaves you reflecting on how you would cope in Jennifer or Maggie’s
situation. I found myself feeling a great deal of empathy. Highly recommended.'' -- Blog #northern #crime
#reviews



'A very chilling and disturbing story, very well written and put together. It really does keep you on the edge
of your seat.' -- I Love Reading

'This story is a brilliant page turning heart-breaking story. The Cold Cold Sea is a very disturbing
psychologically that had me hooked from page one. The twist is emotionally unsettling. This story will stay
with me for a very long time.'-- I Read Novels

They stared at each other, and Maggie felt the tightness in her middle expand as it shifted, burning its way up
- Painful sobs rose from her throat as Colin, his face expressionless now, reached for his mobile and dialled
999. When three-year-old Olivia disappears, her parents are overwhelmed with grief. Weeks go by and
Olivia's mother refuses to leave the cottage, staring out at the turbulent sea and praying it didn't claim her
precious daughter's life. Not far away, another mother watches proudly as her daughter starts school. Jennifer
has loved Hailey for five years, but the child is suddenly moody and difficult, and there's a niggling worry of
doubt that Jennifer cannot shake off. As she struggles to maintain control there are gaps in her story that even
she can't explain. Time is running out for Maggie at the cottage, and also for Jennifer and Hailey. No-one can
underestimate a mother's love for her child, and no-one can predict the lengths one will go to, to protect her
family.
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From reader reviews:

Adam Nelson:

Do you really one of the book lovers? If yes, do you ever feeling doubt if you find yourself in the book store?
Try and pick one book that you just dont know the inside because don't determine book by its deal with may
doesn't work this is difficult job because you are afraid that the inside maybe not as fantastic as in the outside
look likes. Maybe you answer is usually The Cold Cold Sea why because the wonderful cover that make you
consider regarding the content will not disappoint you. The inside or content is fantastic as the outside or
even cover. Your reading sixth sense will directly assist you to pick up this book.

Angela Smith:

Reading a book to be new life style in this season; every people loves to study a book. When you examine a
book you can get a lot of benefit. When you read publications, you can improve your knowledge, simply
because book has a lot of information on it. The information that you will get depend on what forms of book
that you have read. If you want to get information about your research, you can read education books, but if
you act like you want to entertain yourself you are able to a fiction books, such us novel, comics, and soon.
The The Cold Cold Sea will give you a new experience in studying a book.

Sharon Hardin:

That guide can make you to feel relax. This particular book The Cold Cold Sea was colorful and of course
has pictures on the website. As we know that book The Cold Cold Sea has many kinds or type. Start from
kids until young adults. For example Naruto or Investigation company Conan you can read and feel that you
are the character on there. Therefore not at all of book are generally make you bored, any it offers up you
feel happy, fun and chill out. Try to choose the best book to suit your needs and try to like reading this.

Lisa Vazquez:

A lot of guide has printed but it takes a different approach. You can get it by web on social media. You can
choose the most effective book for you, science, witty, novel, or whatever by means of searching from it. It
is known as of book The Cold Cold Sea. You can include your knowledge by it. Without making the printed
book, it could possibly add your knowledge and make you actually happier to read. It is most significant that,
you must aware about guide. It can bring you from one destination for a other place.
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